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Diagnostics of the magnetized low-pressure hydrogen plasma jet:
Molecular regime

Zhou Qing, D. K. Otorbaev,a) G. J. H. Brussaard, M. C. M. van de Sanden,b)

and D. C. Schram
Department of Physics, Eindhoven University of Technology, P.O. Box 513, 5600 MB Eindhoven,
The Netherlands

~Received 4 December 1995; accepted for publication 4 April 1996!

Optical emission and absorption spectroscopy and double Langmuir probe diagnostics have been
applied to measure the plasma parameters of an expanding magnetized hydrogen plasma jet. The
rotational temperature of the excited state H2~d

2Pu) has been determined by analyzing the intensity
distribution of the spectral lines of the Fulcher-a system of H2. The gas temperature in the plasma,
which is twice the value of the rotational temperature is equal to. 520 K. Several clear indications
of presence of the ‘‘hot’’ electrons have been observed in the plasma:~1! Langmuir probe
measurements~Te.1.4 eV!, ~2! appearance of the Fulcher-a system of H2 ~excitation potential
DE513.87 eV!, ~3! low rotational temperature~Trot* .260 K! of the excited H2~d

3Pu) molecules,
~4! local excitation in the plasma of ArI~DE515.45 eV!, and ArII~DE519.68 eV! spectral lines,~5!
local excitation in the plasma of HeI~DE523.07 eV andDE524.04 eV! spectral lines. Optical
actinometry has been applied to measure the absolute density of hydrogen atoms and hydrogen
dissociation degree in the plasma. The measured absolute density of hydrogen atoms are in the
~1–1.4!31020 m23 range, and the corresponding dissociation degree of the hydrogen plasma is in
the range of 8%–13%. ©1996 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-8979~96!01914-7#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Hydrogen plasma have been widely used in different
search and application fields and have become a promi
research subject. In microelectronics hydrogen contain
plasmas have been utilized in the thin film deposition,1,2 sur-
face cleaning and passivation techniques.3,4 It has been es-
tablished that high quality diamond films are grown in
hydrogen diluted plasma, and that the atomic hydrog
present in these plasmas is essential for the quality of
films.5 Apart from this, atomic hydrogen sources have be
utilized in surface treatment of iron archaeological artefa
to protect the artefacts after the excavation against p
corrosion without inducing any surface damage.3,6 The re-
search of hydrogen plasmas has also a direct bearing to
trolled thermonuclear fusion project. Heating of the fusi
plasma by injection of neutral beams produced by neutral
tion of negative ions from a negative deuterium~hydrogen!
ion source has been suggested as a key technology to r
the plasma conditions needed for energy production by t
monuclear fusion.7

Apart from the mentioned applications the study of h
drogen plasmas is also of fundamental interest. Since
hydrogen molecule is the simplest diatomic molecule,
experimental results of hydrogen plasmas are often use
test models of molecular plasmas in modern astrophysics
plasma physics. Furthermore, the experimental results
provide a clear kinetic scheme for the hydrogen plasma
self, i.e., knowledge on the mechanisms of ionization a
recombination, excitation and de-excitation, formation a
quenching processes.

a!Permanent address: Laboratory of Plasma Spectroscopy, Kyrgyz Nat
Academy of Sciences, Chui prospect 265 A, Bishkek 720071, Kyrgyzs

b!Corresponding author.
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Hydrogen plasmas can be created in different ways, e
in dc glow discharges, rf plasmas, microwave plasmas, in
hollow cathode arc etc.8–11To obtain a high enthalpy flow, it
can be also created at higher pressures, e.g., by a so-ca
cascaded arc,12 which is a kind of wall stabilized high elec-
tron density plasma, and which is the subject of this artic
Previous research shows that the cascaded arc is an i
design to create a stable arc plasma with high electron d
sity as well as an expanding plasma for both plasma stud
and applied research.13,14 It has been shown that the expand
ing cascaded arc plasmas have potential prospect in differ
application fields; e.g., using a cascaded arc as a light sou
for spectroscopy,15 as a particle source for surface modifica
tion,13 silicon thin film deposition,16 carbon thin film
deposition17 and passivation protection technique for a
chaeological artefacts.6 Mostly noble gases are used to fee
the arc plasma, but exceptionally molecular gases like2
and SF6 are added.19,20

The aim of this research is to develop a hydrogen radic
source for the rising interest in hydrogen plasma applic
tions. The plasma is first created in a cascaded arc. The tr
ment plasma is obtained by the expansion of the arc plas
into a low background pressure vessel. The work of
Graaf21 has been devoted to develop the hydrogen arc sou
to obtain an expanding hydrogen plasma beam. Special
tention has been given to the dynamics and kinetics of no
magnetized expanding hydrogen plasmas at moderate p
sures~.100 Pa!. It was demonstrated that in hydrogen a
these ‘‘high’’ pressure in the expansion an anomalously hi
recombination occurs, which leads to a very effective d
struction of charges.21 In this article the lower pressure rang
~.5 Pa! is explored in order to avoid or reduce this recom
bination. At these lower pressures collisional confinement
not effective and magnetic confinement of electrons and io

nal
an.
/80(3)/1312/13/$10.00 © 1996 American Institute of Physics
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is needed to obtain a high electron density expandi
plasma. Therefore this work focuses on magnetized expa
ing hydrogen plasmas at low pressure.

For the expanding plasma it has been shown18 that de-
pending on operational conditions and magnetic fie
strength two specific regimes of the expanding hydrog
plasma can be obtained, which can be characterized by
ferent emission characteristics. Based on the observed s
troscopic characteristics, we have named these two spe
regimes the ‘‘atomic’’ regime and the ‘‘molecular’’ regime

II. PLASMA SOURCE AND EXPANSION

A. Cascaded arc setup

The cascaded arc used in this work consists of thr
main parts, namely cathode section, cascade plates sec
and anode section as shown in Fig. 1. In this type of arc
plasma is generated in a cylindrical channel consisting o
number of plates. The arc discharge is stabilized by the wa
cooled channel walls. The power dissipation is relative
high, typically of the order of 5 kW, and the carrier ga
~argon, nitrogen, hydrogen! is flowing at a rate typically be-
tween 5 and 100 standard cm3 s21 ~sccs!.13,18 The plasma is
initiated by the application of a high voltage pulse to th
cathode~Vpulse.1 kV, tpulse.1 s!, and the arc plasma is
sustained by drawing a high current~30–100 A! between the
cathode tips and the anode at a lower voltage~80–150 V!.
The arc plasma is always started using pure argon si
lower power is needed to generate an argon plasma. By
procedure the lifetime of the cascaded arc set up can
significantly extended. After the argon arc becomes stab
the hydrogen concentration in the flow is slowly increas
from 0% until 100%, and a pure hydrogen arc plasma
obtained through a transition from an argon arc to a hyd
gen arc. The power needed to generate and sustain an a
determined by arc length, or the number of the casca
plates. The longer the arc, the more the input power
needed. In this experiment, a four plate arc is used.13,18

B. Different regimes of an expanding plasma

The arc plasma is first generated in the cascaded
~pressure at exit.50–100 mbar! and then expands into a
low pressure vessel~p.5 Pa! ~Fig. 2!. As it was mentioned
at moderate pressures in the vessel~. 100 Pa! an expanding
hydrogen plasma shows a strong recombination of hydrog

FIG. 1. Cascaded arc setup.
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 3, 1 August 1996
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atomic ions.21 This strong recombination can not be e
plained by atomic processes. In pure argon plasmas, rec
bination has been shown to be a relatively weak proces14

The anomalous recombination of H2 containing plasma is
due to charge exchange of the atomic ion H1 with H2 mol-
ecules to form the molecular ion H2

1 , which recombines fast
by dissociative recombination. In order to avoid the reco
bination, the charge exchange between the primary H1 ions
and H2 molecules has to be reduced which can be achie
by decreasing the hydrogen molecule density. However, t
the mean free paths become larger and fast diffusion star
reduce the charged particle density. Therefore a magn
field is applied to confine the expanding plasma and by t
to reduce outward diffusion and thus to increase the plas
density. To obtain a magnetized expanding plasma beam
magnetic field coil is mounted in front of the cascaded ar

As it was mentioned the two regimes can be dist
guished depending on the applied magnetic field, which
define as the atomic regime and the molecular regime.
two regimes can also be reached by varying the pressure~in
the range from 2 to 70 Pa while simultaneously varying t
magnetic field from 40 to 7 mT! suggesting that confinemen
of the plasma plays an important role. The main feature
the regime at relatively large magnetic fields is that t
plasma emits strong hydrogen Balmer lines. There is no
servable molecular spectrum in the measured wavelen
range. Therefore we name this regime the atomic regim22

The main characteristic of the regime at relatively sm
magnetic field is that not only hydrogen Balmer lines, b
also strong hydrogen molecular lines are observed. We n
this regime the molecular regime. This regime is reached
decreasing the magnetic field~by lowering the coil currentI B
from 250 A to 50 A! continuously from the atomic regime
In this article the results of diagnostics of the molecular
gime of an expanding magnetized hydrogen plasma jet w
be presented.

III. DIAGNOSTICS

A. Optical emission and absorption spectroscopy

Figure 2 shows the line intensity measuring system u
in the experiment. The system consists of a computer c

FIG. 2. Expanding cascaded arc plasma and the spectroscopy setup, wi
geometry, used for the local excitation of the Ar and He spectral lines.
1313Qing et al.
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trolled two dimensional translation setup, a computer co
trolled monochromator, a photomultiplier, a quartz fiber,
signal discriminator, TTL converter and a digital counte
The signal is first focused on the detection surface of t
quartz fiber by an optical system. Through the fiber, the lig
signal is transmitted to the monochromator. Behind the e
slit a photomultiplier is positioned. The resulting curren
pulses are converted into TTL pulses which are counted
the computer. The optical system was calibrated position
a tungsten ribbon lamp in the vessel, and recording the sp
trum at a known true temperature of the ribbon. Figure
gives an example of a hydrogen spectrum which is typic
for an expanding plasma in the molecular regime.

It can be shown that the plasma under study is optica
transparent for the studied atomic and molecular spec
lines. It is known that the optical depth of a plasmakR is the
value, which determines the transparency of the plasma. T
optical depth can be expressed through the following fo
mula:

kR5
Aln 2
4pAp

•

lpq
4

cDlpq
•

gp
gq
•Apqnq•mR, ~1!

in which k is the absorption coefficient,nq is the population
density of the lower state of radiative transition,Apq is the
absolute radiative transition probability,lpq is the wave-
length of the transition between statep and stateq, R is the
effective radius of the plasma beam,Dlpq is the half width
of the emission profile andm a geometrical factor~for a
cylindrical plasma beam,m.1.2!.23

For the spectral lines under investigation,lpq is in the
range of 360 nm to 660 nm,Apq is in the range of 103 to
107 s21. In this experiment, the density of the state H(p52)
is about 1016 m23 as will be discussed later, the radiusR is
about 1022 m and the linewidthDlpq is on the order of
10211 m. The calculated optical depths for the hydroge
atomic and molecular lines for the present experimental co
ditions are in the range of 3•1023 to 1026, i.e., much less
than 1. Therefore all discussed transitions between the
drogen excited states can be considered as optically thin

FIG. 3. Part of the Fulcher-a spectrum of molecular hydrogen in an expand
ing plasma. Experimental conditionsQ58 scc/s,I arc550 A, I B550 A,P55
Pa,z518 cm.
1314 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 3, 1 August 1996
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By employing the absorption spectroscopy techniq
one can measure the density of the lower state of the ra
tive transition. The method of optical absorption spectr
copy consists of the experimental determination of the in
gral absorption coefficient, which for a homogeneo
medium is given by:24

E
0

`

kndn5
l0
2

8p

gp
gq
ApqnqS 12

gq
gp

np
nq

D . ~2!

In this equationkn is the absorption coefficient,nq and np
are the densities of the relevant lower and upper exc
states of the radiative transition,gq andgp are their statistical
weights andl0 is the central line wavelength.

To determine the absorption coefficientkn for various
radiative transitions the method of reabsorption with a mir
~which is identical to the method of two identical ligh
sources24! has been used. A concave mirror of reflectancr
has been placed behind the plasma and the line intensity
measured with and without the mirror. The line absorpti
functionAL is defined as the ratio of the absorbed emiss
to the incident radiation:

AL5
DI

rI 1
5
I 11rI 12I 2

rI 1
, ~3!

whereDI is the absorbed radiation andI 2 and I 1 are the
radiation from the plasma with and without the mirror.
case of radiative transport of a single spectral line, the re
tion betweenAL and the absorption coefficientkn is given
by:24

AL522
E0
`@12exp~22knl !#dn

E0
`@12exp~2knl !#dn

, ~4!

in which l is the observation length. WhenAL.0 absorption
takes place and the density of the lower state of the transi
can be derived from the determinedAL values. For lowknl
values, i.e.,knl!1, AL can be approximated byknl /A2.

To determine the line absorption functionAL from Eq.
~3! the mirror reflection coefficientr5r (l) should be
known. This coefficientr ~l! can be measured using a spe
tral line for which the plasma is optically thin.25 In that case
DI50 in Eq. ~3! andr ~l! can be determined from the mea
sured values ofI 1 andI 2 . The measuredr ~l! is the effective
reflection coefficient which includes the transmission los
of the vessel windows. The described method of se
absorption has been successfully checked for the first exc
state of argon Ar~3p54s! by comparison of this indirec
method with a direct absorption measurement.17 In the ab-
sorption spectroscopy experiment we assumel ~or R! to be
equal to the plasma beam diameter. Oncel ~or R in ~1!! is
known the absolute population densities can be determ
using the experimental value forAL and Eq.~1!.

B. Langmuir probes

A Langmuir double probe setup was used to determ
electron temperature~Te! and density~ne! ~Fig. 4!. A poten-
tial difference is applied between the two floating prob
The current passing through the probes is measured~cf. Ref.
26!:

-

Qing et al.
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I p2I i
2

I i
12I p

5
Sp1
Sp2

•expS eVpkTe
D , ~5!

with I p the current trough the probes at applied poten
differenceVp, I i

1,2 the saturation currents at large positi
and negative potentials, andSp1,p2 the surfaces of the probes
After plotting the left hand side of Eq.~5! on a semi-
logarithmic scale, the slope atVp50 will yield the electron
temperature. The electron~ion! densityne can be determined
from the saturation currents~cf. Ref. 27!:

I i5k i•e•ne•Sp•AkTe
mi

, ~6!

wherek i~.0.6! is a geometrical factor for the ion flow to
wards the probe,28 andmi the ion mass.

Although the electron current to the probe is sign
cantly reduced by the presence of a magnetic field, it is
proportional to the Boltzmann factor exp~eV/kTe!.

29 There-
fore Eq.~6! remains valid. In Fig. 5 the results ofTe andne
in the molecular regime of an expanding hydrogen plas
determined by the Langmuir double probe measurements
given. The assumption made in the calculations that H2

1 is
the dominant positive ion in the plasma. In principle it
necessary to verify some requirements of the use of
Langmuir probe theory in a magnetized plasma, since in
magnetic field the trajectories of the charged particles can
disturbed, so the collection efficiency of the charged partic
by a probe will be influenced.27 However, it can easily be
shown, that for the particular experimental conditions
basic requirement of the probe theory is still valid, since
Larmor radii both for electrons and for ions are much larg
than the Debye length.

IV. EMISSION OF FULCHER-a BAND OF H2 AND GAS
TEMPERATURE

Analysis of the relative intensity distribution of the rot
tional spectral lines of electronically-excited molecules
widely used as a method of determination of the gas te
perature of low-temperature plasmas.8 The parameter to be
measured is the rotational excitation temperatureTrot* , which
is associated with the molecular distribution over the ro
tional levels of the excited electronic-vibrational~vibronic!
states. The rotational distributions of the electronical
excited molecules were usually similar to a Boltzmann d
tribution. Therefore it is often assumed that the rotatio

FIG. 4. Schematic overview of the Langmuir double probe setup.
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 3, 1 August 1996
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temperature coincides with the translational gas temperat
Tg .

30 However, since at low densities the radiative lifetime
of excited molecules are usually shorter than the charac
istic time for rotational relaxation,31,32 the relation between
rotational temperature and gas temperature requires spe
attention.

In order to determine the temperature of the neutral p
ticles in an expanding hydrogen plasma~the gas tempera-
ture!, we measured the rotational distribution of hydroge
molecules of the electronically-excited state H2~d

3Pu!. For
this purpose we used the radiative transitions, which cor
spond to Fulcher-a system of H2. The Fulcher-a system is
the result of radiative transition H2~d

3Pu→a3Sg
1) ~cf. Fig.

6!, and has been chosen for two reasons. First, the lines
this system in the red part of the visible spectrum are fair
far apart from one another and dominate over the spec
lines associated with other transitions. Second, for t
Fulcher-a system all necessary molecular constants ha
been studied most thoroughly.33–35 In this section we will
discuss the properties of the radiative state H2~d

3Pu!, the
excitation mechanism of this state in the conditions of a
expanding plasma, and the method of gas temperature de
mination from analysis of the rotational spectrum of H2.

A. The Fulcher- a spectrum

For a hydrogen molecule, both the electronic groun
state H2~X

1Sg
1!, and the considered electronically excite

FIG. 5. Axial dependencies of the electron temperature~Te! and electron
density ~ne! in the molecular regime of an expanding hydrogen plasm
measured by a Langmuir double probe.
1315Qing et al.
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states H2~d
3Pu) and H2~a

3Sg
1! belong to Hund’s case~b!.36

The triplet splitting in the H2~d
3Pu! and H2~a

3Sg
1! states are

negligible.35 For the H2~d
3Pu! state the rotational levels split

into two components due toL-type doubling, where one is
symmetric and applies to para-hydrogen, and the other
antisymmetric and applies to ortho-hydrogen. This resul
into two distinguishable series of rotational levels denoted
theP1 andP2 components.

For the H2~d
3Pu→a3Sg

1! transition the relevant selec-
tion rules are:

DJ50,61, DK50,61.

Since the triplet splitting of both states are negligible
only three branches appear in the spectrum;P, Q andR. It
means that one can treat the H2~d

3Pu→a3Sg
1! transition

simply as a1Pu→1Sg
1 transition.

It is known that only levels of identical symmetry
combine,30,37 that is why the lines of theQ-branch always
have the lowerL component as upper state~i.e.,P2 compo-
nent!; this is the case of H2~d

3Pu! state. As a result the lines
of theQ-branch determine the populations of the rotationa
levels of the H2~d

3Pu! state for para-hydrogen with even
numbers ofJ8, and for ortho-hydrogen they determine the
populations of the levels with odd numbers ofJ8. The
H2~d

3Pu
1! states are perturbed by theS states,34,37 which

influence the intensity ofP- andR-branches.38 Therefore the
line intensity of onlyQ-branch of the Fulcher-a system have
been used to determine the relative population density
rotational levels of H2~d

3Pu
2! state.

FIG. 6. Potential energy curves for hydrogen molecule.
1316 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 3, 1 August 1996
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Since vibrational and rotational interaction is insignifi
cant in the H2~d

3Pu) state, the line strengths can be calcu
lated with the Ho¨nl-London formula:30,37

SJ,J115
1
212J~2t11! ~P-branch!,

SJ,J5
1
2 ~2J11!~2t11! ~Q-branch!, ~7!

SJ,J215
1
2 ~J11!~2t11! ~R-branch!

with t50 for evenJ8 values, andt51 for oddJ8 values.
Figure 3 shows an example of a part of the hydroge

Fulcher-a spectrum measured in an expanding hydrogen c
caded arc plasma in the molecular regime.

The molecular constants for the ground state H2~X
1Sg

1!,
and for the electronically excited states H2~d

3Pu) and
H2~a

3Sg
1! are listed in Table I.39 The spectral positions of

the rotational lines, which belong to theQ-branch of the
vibrational-rotational transitions of the Fulcher-a system are
presented in Table II.33–35

B. Determination of rotational temperature

In general the intensity of the radiation between the r
tational levels of the electronic-vibrational excited states c
be expressed:

I 8→95np8v8J8•A8→9•hn8→9•
DV

4p
, ~8!

in whichnp8v8J8 is the population of an electronically excited
statep8, with vibrational quantum numberv8, and rotational
quantum numberJ8, n8→9 andA8→9 are the wavenumber and
the transition probability for the given spectral line,DV is
the solid angle of observation andh is Planck’s constant. In
the adiabatic approximation, the corresponding transiti
probability A8→9 is a product of electronic, vibrational and
rotational fractions and can be expressed as:30,37

A8→95
64pn

8→9

3

3h
•Ap8,p9•qv8,v9•SJ8,J9 , ~9!

whereqv8,v9 is the so called Franck-Condon factor, whic
determines the distribution over the vibrationa
transitions.30,37

In the case that the rotational distribution of the upp
state of a molecular radiative transition is a Boltzmann di
tribution, the intensities of the rotational linesI 8→9are di-
rectly linked to the rotational temperature through:

lnS I 8→9

n
8→9
4

•SJ8,J9
D 52

hc

kTrot*
•F~J8!1const, ~10!
TABLE I. Molecular constants of the ground state H2~X
1Sg

1), and electronically excited states H2~d
3Pu! and

H2~a
3Sg

1!.

State Ee ~cm21! ve ~cm21! vexe ~cm21! Be ~cm21! a ~cm21!

d3Pu 112702 2371.58 66.27 30.364 1.545
a3Sg

1 107777 2664.83 71.65 34.261 1.671
X1Sg

1 0 4395.2 117.99 60.809 2.993
Qing et al.
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TABLE II. Spectral positions of the rotational spectral lines~in nanometers!, which belong to theQ-branch of
the ~0–0!, ~1–1!, and~2–2! bands of the Fulcher-a system of H2.

Transition Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6

~0–0! 601.83 602.38 603.19 604.27 605.61 607.20
~1–1! 612.18 612.72 613.54 614.62 615.96
~2–2! 622.48 623.03 623.84 624.92 626.25
c
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t
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s
-
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in whichF(J8! is the energy of the upper level in cm21, k is
Boltzmann’s constant andc the velocity of light. The plot of
the ln~I

8→9
/n

8→9
4

•SJ8,J9) versus the rotational term values
F(J8) gives a so-called Boltzmann plot. The rotational tem
perature can be obtained from the slope of this plot.

C. Determination of gas temperature

In a low pressure plasma, the radiative lifetimes of th
molecules in the electronically excited statestrad are often
much shorter than the characteristic time of rotational rela
ation trel . The only exceptions are the ground state and t
metastable states of the molecules. Therefore, the mechan
of excitation of rotational levels in the electronically excite
states is important in plasma diagnostics since the deter
nation of the gas temperature is based on the analysis of
relative intensities of the rotational lines in the electroni
vibrational ~vibronic! bands of the molecular spectra.

The previous investigation32 shows that in a broad range
of plasma conditions a Boltzmann rotational distribution
the ground electronic state of the molecules images to
Boltzmann rotational distribution in the excited electron
states despite the substantial change of angular momen
of a molecule during a direct electron impact. However, d
to the fact, that the rotational constants of the ground stateB0

and excited stateB8 are different, and the difference is espe
cially large for the hydrogen molecule~cf. Table I!, the ro-
tational temperature of the ground stateTrot

0 and the rota-
tional temperature of the excited stateTrot* will in general be
different. From Eq.~10! and the expression for the rotationa
term it is easy to obtain a relation between the two tempe
tures with good accuracy:

Trot
0

Trot*
5
B0

B8
. ~11!

Therefore to determine the gas temperature of a hydrog
plasma from a rotational spectral line intensity distribution,
is necessary to assume that the hydrogen molecular exc
state H2~d

3Pu! is excited from the hydrogen molecula
ground state H2~X

1Sg
1! by direct electron impact and decay

to H2~a
3Sg

1! occurs spontaneously. These two assumptio
will be discussed in more detail in the next section.

D. Excitation mechanism and gas temperature in an
expanding hydrogen plasma

To determine the rotational temperature of an expandi
hydrogen plasma in the molecular regime, the first five lin
belonging to theQ-branch of the first three diagonal vibra
tional states of~0–0!, ~1–1! and ~2–2! transitions in the
Fulcher-a spectrum have been measured. The measureme
ol. 80, No. 3, 1 August 1996
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were carried out by a lateral scanning of theseQ-branch
lines at axial positions from 18 to 30 cm downstream of the
arc nozzle.

Figure 7 shows an example of a lateral profile measure
ment. The procedure of Abel inversion was applied to deriv
local values of the emission coefficients, and the relativ
densities of rotational levels of H2~d

3Pu! state. As can be
seen from the measurements, the expanding plasma
strongly confined to a narrow beam with a width approxi-
mately equal to 1.5 cm.

The Boltzmann plot forQ~0–0!, ~1–1! and~2–2! series
measured at the center of the beam forz518 cm are given in
Fig. 8. As can be seen the Boltzmann plots give straigh
lines. This fact indicates that the rotational levels of the ex
cited hydrogen molecules H2~d

3Pu! follow a Boltzmann dis-
tribution. Therefore the rotational temperatureTrot* can be
derived from the slope of the Boltzmann plot. The threeQ
bands are measured independently andTrot* can be obtained
from each of the measured bands. The relatively small dif
ference in theTrot* values determined from different Boltz-
mann plots show that theTrot* value determined in the experi-
ment is accurate~the error is estimated to be smaller than
20%!.

To draw conclusions for the ground state molecules from
the measurements of electronically excited molecules, it i
important to know the excitation and de-excitation mecha
nisms of the radiative excited states. In principle a more
detailed analysis of excitation of H2~d

3Pu! state in an ex-
panding hydrogen plasma is required since both heavy pa
ticles and electrons can be involved in the collisional pro
cesses. Generally speaking it is a complicated kineti

FIG. 7. Example of the experimental and radial profiles of theQ1 spectral
line of the Fulcher-a transition in an expanding plasma. Experimental con-
ditionsQ58 scc/s,I arc550 A, I B550 A, P55 Pa,z518 cm. ~j! the ex-
perimental data,~---! Gaussian profile~—! after Abel inversion.
1317Qing et al.
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problem especially for a non-equilibrium molecular plasm
However, in this experiment, the measured rotational exc
tion temperature of the H2~d

3Pu! state is very low,Trot* .260
K ~cf. Fig. 8!. We can conclude that the collisions betwe
the heavy particles are not responsible for the excitation
the hydrogen molecules. The only possible mechanism of
excitation of the hydrogen molecules in this regime is
direct electron impact from the ground state. Such statem
can be made because a in low-temperature plasma all e
tive inelastic collisional processes between heavy parti
are exothermic~see, for example, Refs. 8, 41!. With that the
excess of energy should be distributed among the var
degrees of freedom~internal and translational! of the prod-
ucts after the reaction. As a result it should inevitably led
the nonthermal molecular rotational population.8,42,43 Thus
the rotational temperature of excited molecular states sh
be higher~and often much higher!, than the gas temperatur
Numerous examples of appearances of ‘‘hot’’ rotational d
tribution of diatomic molecules, produced by heavy partic
interactions in low-temperature plasma have been given
literature.8,42,43However, for direct electron excitation of th
molecules from the ground state, the resulting rotational
citation temperature of the excited molecules should be
~comparable to the gas temperature!. Electrons are rather in
effective in rotational~de!excitation because of their sma
mass.8,31,32

In the conditions of an expanding plasma the charac
istic time between the heavy particle collisionstcol is in the
order of 1026 s @the total cross section for the collision
H22H2~d

3Pu! is equal toscol52.3310218 m2 ~Ref. 40!#.
This characteristic time is much longer than the radiat
lifetime of hydrogen molecules in the H2~d

3Pu! state, which
is only abouttrad531 ns.40 Therefore to determine the ga
temperature we can use the method mentioned earlier, w
is based on the fact that a Boltzmann rotational distribut
in the ground electronic state of the molecules images
Boltzmann rotational distribution in the excited electron
state. According to Eq.~11!, the ratio of the rotational tem
peratures of the ground state molecules and the rotati

FIG. 8. Boltzmann plot of the first five lines ofQ-branch in the~0–0! ~j!,
~1–1! ~d! and ~2–2! ~l! rotational bands of the Fulcher-a system of H2.
Plasma parameters are the same as in Fig. 7.
1318 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 3, 1 August 1996
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temperature of the excited molecules equals the ratio of th
rotational constants of the two states. As the ground sta
H2~X

1Sg
1) rotational constant is twice as large as that of the

H2~d
3Pu! state,

39 the gas temperatureTgas5Trot
0 is approxi-

mately twice the rotational temperatureTrot* of the H2~d
3Pu!

state. Therefore the gas temperature in the molecular regim
for the conditions in Fig. 8 is found to be approximately 520
K.

Figure 9 shows the experimentally determined gas tem
perature of an expanding hydrogen plasma in molecular r
gime. As can be seen inside the plasma beam the temperat
profile is rather flat. The relative error inTgas determined
from the different vibrational bands is smaller than 20%.

V. LOCAL EXCITATION OF THE Ar AND He
SPECTRAL LINES

We concluded in the previous section from the low ga
temperature that hot electrons should be present. Possi
methods to directly see these hot electrons is by injectin
small amounts of an inert gas downstream. Since in this ca
the excitation can occur only by direct electron impact from
the ground state, this experiment provides insight in the pre
ence of high energy electrons. We used both argon and h
lium which were locally injected. The transportation of Ar
and He to a particular local point in the plasma has bee
done through a thin cylindrical cyramic tube~Fig. 2!. In the
molecular regime of an expanding plasma we observed th
appearance of the spectral line of neutral argo
Ar I~7d→4p)l54876.26 A andl54887.95 A, and of ion
argon ArII~4p2D→4s2D)l54879.86 A. The excitation po-
tential of these linesDE2515.45 eV, andDE3519.68 eV,
respectively. An appearance of the spectral lines with eve
higher excitation potentials has been observed in the case
helium, namely the spectral lines of HeI~3d→2p)l
55875.70 A ~DE4523.07 eV!, and HeI~5d→2p)l
54026.20 A~DE5524.04 eV!. These experimental facts to-
gether with the Langmuir probe measurements, observatio
of the Fulcher-a system of H2 ~excitation potentialDE
513.87 eV!, with a low rotational temperature~Trot* .260 K!

FIG. 9. Radial profile of the gas temperature in an expanding plasma, d
rived from emission of theQ-branches, belong to~0–0! ~—!, and~1–1! ~---!
rotational bands of the Fulcher-a system of H2. Plasma parameters are the
same as in Fig. 7.
Qing et al.
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of the excited H2~d
3Pu! molecules, provide a strong evi

dence of presence of the hot electrons in an expand
plasma. This observation will be used in the next section
determine the dissociation degree.

VI. DISSOCIATION DEGREE

We have found that in the molecular regime of an e
panding hydrogen plasma the electronic quantum st
H2~d

3Pu! is excited by direct electron impact from the
ground state H2~X

1Sg
1!. Apparently in this plasma we have

hot electrons, which can effectively excite the atomic a
molecular radiative states from their respective ground el
tronic states. Thus it opens in principle a possibility to dete
mine the dissociation degree of the hydrogen plasma by
ing optical actinometry.

A. Optical actinometry of plasma

One of the disadvantages of classical emission spectr
copy is that only the particle densities in the excited sta
can be measured. However, in many cases it is importan
know the particle density in the ground electronic state. T
ground state density determination from emission spectra
quires detailed quantitative information on the mechanis
of excitation and de-excitation of excited species. For e
ample, for the excitation of the radiative states by direct ele
tron impact, it is necessary to know the electron energy d
tribution function near the excitation thresholds of th
corresponding radiative states, which usually presents s
nificant experimental difficulties.8

The method of optical actinometry has been found to
an effective diagnostic technique to measure the densitie
the various species of the ground states.8,44–46Actinometry
provides an experimental method to determine the vario
radical densities by simply comparing their optical emissio
with the emission of an actinometer gas which is added
the plasma in a small and known amount. If for both th
studied radical and actinometer, the radiative states are
cited by direct electron impact from their respective groun
states and the excitation energies are close to each other
same group of electrons in the energy distribution will tak
part in the excitation of radiative states. Assuming that t
analyzed radiative states are depopulated by radiative tra
fers ~which is often the case of a low electron density an
low pressure plasma! the spectral line intensities of both the
actinometer and the studied radical are determined by
balance equations of their respective excited states:

dnp
I

dt
5kI•ng

I
•ne2np

I Ap→p850, ~12!

dnq
II

dt
5kII •ng

II
•ne2nq

IIAq→q850. ~13!

In Eqs. ~12! and ~13! the superscriptI denotes the studied
plasma component,II denotes the actinometer,ng is the
ground state density,np andnq the excited state densities o
the plasma component and actinometer, respectively. The
tio of the excited state densities is then:
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 3, 1 August 1996
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I

ng
II 5

np
I Ap→p8

nq
IIAq→q8

•

kII

kI
. ~14!

In the case that the rate coefficients for electron exc
tion are known the ground state of the radical can be de
mined simply from a comparison of the relative intensities
the species in emission.

As was mentioned a typical actinometry technique co
sist of admitting into the gas under investigation the actino
eters, usually Ar, He, and N2, which should not influence the
plasma kinetics. This means usually that only a small co
centration of actinometer is used. The assumption of opt
actinometry have been validated first for fluorine and oth
halogen atoms with the noble gas or nitrogen as the actin
eter~see Ref. 8!. Later the technique was used for monitorin
hydrogen atoms with argon as an actinometer.47–49 This re-
quires a mixture of additional components to a minimu
concentration to be able to detect the emission of the co
spondent spectral lines. This inevitably will lead to a certa
perturbation of the plasma properties. Those changes ca
small, but unpredictable. That is, of course, a disadvantag
optical actinometry.

However, to determine the hydrogen plasma dissociat
degree by actinometry technique, we can avoid the proced
of using another gas as an actinometer since the molec
hydrogen in the plasma can act as the actinometer. For
ample, to determine the mass dissociation degree of hy
gen plasmab the following relation can be used:

b5
nH

nH12nH2
5

g

g12
, ~15!

the only parameter that has to be measured is the ratio
atomic and molecular hydrogen densities in the plasm
g5nH/nH2.

B. Kinetic of hydrogen excited states

As has been mentioned the application of optical ac
nometry is based on two main assumptions: direct elect
excitation from the ground states and radiative decay of
excited states. In general there are many elementary c
sional and radiative processes occurring in the plasma at
same time. Among them stepwise excitation, excitation fro
upper levels by a radiative cascades, dissociative excitat
quenching of radiative states, and so on. They all may
important in the creation of the excited states and co
therefore influence the actinometric determination of the d
sociation degree.

The analysis of the rates of various processes for a s
cific condition in the expanding hydrogen plasma shows t
the following elementary processes of excitation and d
excitation of radiativeA* and metastableAm states of H and
H2 might be important~the symbolA stands for the ground
state of H and H2!:

~a! Direct electron excitation:

A1e→
k1

A*1e. ~16!
1319Qing et al.
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~b! Stepwise electron excitation via the metastable sta
Am :

A1e→
k2

Am1e, ~17!

Am1e→
k3

A*1e. ~18!

~c! Quenching of metastable statesAm by heavy par-
ticles:

Am1M→
k4

A1M . ~19!

~d! Quenching of excited statesA* by heavy particles:

A*1M→
k5

Ak1M . ~20!

~e! Radiative decay:

A*→
k6

A1hn. ~21!

Besides the reaction of dissociative electron excitat
should be in principle also taken into account:

H21e→
k7

H*1H1e. ~22!

We will discuss these processes one by one.
~1! The excitation of hydrogen atoms by electron impa

~reaction 16! is of special interest because it is the simple
electron-atom inelastic scattering problem. It is therefo
considered as an important test for the different approxim
tions, and has been the subject of many theoretical inve
gations ~see, for example, Refs. 50–55!. The models are
based on a particular modification of the Bethe-Bo
formula,50,51 on the semi-empirical approaches, which ha
been built with the use of the data from accurate numer
computations,52 multiple-state close-coupling calcula
tions,53,54which predict resonances, etc.

On the experimental side, the amount of data is rat
limited. The main difficulty consists on generation of th
intense beam of atomic hydrogen. Most of the measurem
were performed in respect to the excitation of the first e
cited states of H* ~p52! ~see, for example, Ref. 55!. The
only known experimental results for the excitation
H* ~p53! are those of Walker and St. John,56 of Mahan
et al.,57 and Williams.58 However, it is rather important to
mention, that Williams presented a near-threshold studie
excitation of both summed H* ~p52! and H* ~p53! states,
and the separate 2P, 3S, 3P, and 3D states by a direct
electron impact. The typical excitation cross section
H* ~p53! state by direct electron impact has a maximu
value of around~0.9–1.2!310221m2,58 which is also in good
agreement with the results of theoretical calculations.51,54We
did not find in the literature reliable experimental data of t
cross section of direct electron excitation from the grou
H~p51! to the higher excited states of atomic hydrog
H* ~p>4!. The only known experimental data are fro
Walker and St. John,56 but the energy resolution of thei
study was insufficient to be used in practice. That is why
used calculated data from51 and52 as excitation cross section
1320 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 3, 1 August 1996
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of H* ~p>4! states and normalized them to the experimen
excitation cross section for the states H* ~p52,3!.58

The cross sections for reaction~16! with the excitation
of molecular hydrogen from the ground H2~X

1Sg
1! to radia-

tive state H2~d
3Pu! are also known both from the theoretica

calculations,59 and from the direct experiments.60,61 In the
interpretation of this experiment we used the most reliab
from our point of view, experimental excitation cross sectio
of Möhlmann and de Heer,61 with a maximum value about
4.2310222 m2 at electron energy of 15.6 eV, which is clos
to the threshold of excitation.

~2! As it was mentioned already both theoretical an
experimental data on the excitation cross section of the fi
excited ~metastable! state of H ~reaction ~17!! is available
from the literature~see also Refs. 62,63!. The recommended
excitation cross section is~1–1.2!310221 m2 at the maxi-
mum. The same value is valid for the excitation of lowe
attractive electronic state of molecular hydrogen H2~a

3Sg
1!

~which is in fact not a real metastable state64,65!. The typical
excitation cross section of this state has a maximum value
~0.8–1.4!310221 m2.66,67

~3! The excitation cross section of H* ~p53! state from
the first excited state H* ~p52! is also known from the
literature.51,54,55 The recommended cross section i
~0.8–1.0!310219 m2. However, there is a lack of experimen
tal data on the stepwise electron excitation cross sectio
~processes~17 and ~18!! for H* ~p>3!, as well as for
H2~d

3Pu! state. Therefore the semi-empirical atomic formu
las from Drawin and Emard51 and Vainsteinet al.52 have
been used to estimate their values. This procedure is inac
rate especially in the case of molecular excitation. Howev
later we will show that the uncertainties in the excitatio
cross section for the reactions~18! do not influence the ac-
curacy of the actinometry method.

~4! The collisional quenching coefficients for atomic hy
drogen excited states are known from literature.68,69 Simple
estimations, based on the data of68,69 show that in the pres-
sure range of our experiments all collisional quenching pr
cesses are rather slow in comparison with the spontane
decay~21! of the radiative states@reactions~20!# ~see also
Ref. 70!. Influence of the collisional quenching processe
can be considerable only for the metastable 2s sublevel of
the H* ~p52! quantum state, because of high collision cros
section of this level with H2.

68,71However, this process will
lead only to de-population of the H* ~p52! state, and as a
consequence has a small role on the stepwise excitation.

Numerical data on the atomic radiative transition prob
abilities can be found in the well-known tables of Wies
et al.72

~5! Concerning molecular hydrogen, the radiative life
time of hydrogen molecules in the excited state H2~d

3Pu!
t rad
d 531 ns,40 which is much smaller than the characteristi
time between the heavy particle collisionstcol ~see previous
section!. The same conclusion is valid for the quantum sta
H2~a

3Sg
1!, which has even smaller radiative lifetime oft rad

a

5 10ns.64,65

~6! The reaction of dissociative excitation~22! of differ-
ent states of atomic hydrogen has been studied for a fa
long time~see, for example, Refs. 73, 74!. It was shown, that
Qing et al.
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the lower the principal quantum number of H* and the
higher the electron temperature, the higher the contributi
of the dissociative excitation. This reaction becomes esp
cially important for fast electron-molecule collisions~elec-
tron energy.10 eV!. However, Lavro73 shows, that for
mean electron energies of 1–2 eV direct excitation is mo
effective than dissociative excitation even if the hydroge
dissociation degree is only about 1%. Since the dissociati
degree of an expanding hydrogen plasma is larger~see later!,
we can conclude here, that the reaction of dissociative ex
tation is not important for the excitation of atomic hydroge
states.

~7! Concerning an expanding hydrogen plasma, w
should also discuss the reaction of dissociative recombin
tion which can populate the excited states of atom
hydrogen:21,70

H2
11e→

k8
H*1H. ~23!

The rate constants for dissociative recombination of v
brationally non-excited molecular ions of the halogens~in-
cluding hydrogen~23! are typicallyk8510214210216 m3 s21

in the temperature range from 300 to 10000 K.75 For vibra-
tionally excited molecular ions the rate constants may
approximately an order of magnitude larger.75 Reaction~23!
leads to the population of only the H* ~p52! state since only
those reactions are exothermic: the positive excess of ene
for the dissociative recombination reactions of electrons wi
vibrationally non-excited molecular ions H2

1 is approxi-
mately 0.7 eV. Dissociative recombination reactions of ele
trons with ground state molecular ions, created by char
exchange reactions leading to higher hydrogen excited sta
H* ~p>3! are all endothermic: the energy deficit in thos
cases is approximately 1.2 eV for H* ~p53!, and 1.9 eV for
H* ~p54!, etc. Therefore, for the effective population o
atomic excited states H* ~p>3! by the reactions of dissocia-
tive recombination, the molecular ions H2

1 must be vibra-
tionally excited~vibrational quantum\ve for the hydrogen
molecular ion is approximately.0.54 eV!.

~8! The reaction of mutual neutralization:

H2
11H2→

k9
H*1H2 ~24!

also produces excited hydrogen atoms.41 Simple estimations,
based on the rate constants of the direct electr
excitation,51,58 and the mutual neutralization reactions,41 as
well as on the densities of atoms and positive and negat
ions show, that only in the case when the negative ions de
sity is significantly higher than the electron density, mutu
neutralization could be important. However, we believe th
is not the case in the molecular regime of an expandi
plasma. Additional confirmation of this statement can b
found from analysis of the hydrogen atomic state populatio
densities. The densities of the quantum states H~p<6! in the
molecular regime~cf. Fig. 10! are several orders of magni-
tude lower than those in the atomic regime, where the mutu
neutralization reaction, probably plays a dominant role fo
excitation of excited states H.

The kinetic analysis presented above shows that in t
molecular regime of an expanding hydrogen low-pressu
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 3, 1 August 1996
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plasma the atomic radiative states H* ~p>3! and the molecu-
lar radiative state H2~d

3Pu! are populated by a direct elec-
tron excitation from the ground states and depopulated
spontaneous radiative decay. Thus the conditions for us
optical actinometry technique are satisfied. Note that w
have derived the same conclusion independently for the
diative state H2~d

3Pu! in the discussion of the gas tempera
ture measurements from the rotational spectra of H2.

C. Expression for the dissociation degree of hydrogen
plasma

In the case when the density of a particular radiativ
state is governed by the balance between the direct elect
excitation from the ground state and spontaneous decay fr
this state, the ground state density is given by~cf. Eqs.~8!
and ~12!!:

ng5s~l!
I p→p8

ne^s~e!ve&tp8v8J8•Ap→p8•np→p8

5s~l!
I p→p8•(p8v8J8Ap→p8

ne^s~e!ve&•Ap→p8np→p8
. ~25!

Here we used the definition of the radiative lifetimetp8v8J8
5((p8v8J8Ap→p8)

21, and of the rate constant^s(e)ve& of
the reaction of direct electron excitation~s~e! is the excita-
tion cross section!. Additionally the value of a spectral se-
lectivity of the optical systems~l! has been introduced.

Finally, the following expression for the ratio of the
atomic and molecular hydrogen densities in the plasma c
be derived:

g5
nH
nH2

5
I q→q8
H

I
p→p8

H2
•

^s~e!ve&
H2

^s~e!ve&
H •

A
p→p8

H2

Aq→q8
H •

(q8Aq→q8
H

(p8v8J8Ap→p8

H2

•

n
p→p8

H2

nq→q8
H •

s~l!H

s~l!H2
. ~26!

Using Eq.~26! the mass dissociation degree of hydroge
plasma can be obtained@see Eq.~15!#.

FIG. 10. The atomic hydrogen absolute population densitynp/gp versus the
ionization potential in the molecular regime of an expanding hydroge
plasma.~j! z518 cm,~d! z527 cm.
1321Qing et al.
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D. Atomic hydrogen density and hydrogen
dissociation degree

In order to determine the dissociation degree in an e
panding hydrogen plasma and to validate the assumption
direct electron excitation from the ground states and rad
tive decay of the excited states, the intensities of the th
different atomic hydrogen Balmer spectral lines Ha , Hb and
Hg , as well as the intensities of the Fulcher-a molecular
lines of the hydrogen molecule have been measured. Here
employed the fact that hydrogen excited states H* ~p53,4,5!
will have different population densities depending on diffe
ent collisional processes, as direct electron excitation, st
wise excitation, dissociative excitation or dissociative reco
bination.

In the discussed kinetic scheme the stepwise excitat
processes~17! and ~18! could in principle be important76,77.
Therefore, we made an attempt to measure also the pop
tion densities of the first excited states of the atomic a
molecular hydrogen H* ~p52! and H2~a

3Sg
1!, respectively.

For this purpose the method of reabsorption with a conca
mirror has been used.25 The line absorption coefficients, cor
responding to the radiative transitions H* ~p53→p52! and
H2~d

3Pu→a3Sg
1! have been measured. For these transitio

we did not observe any notable absorption within the acc
racy of the reabsorption method. Therefore an upper s
approximation of the population densities of H* ~p52! and
H2* ~a3Sg

1!, can be given. For both states the densities sho
be lower than 1016 m23. As a consequence the stepwise e
citation processes~17! and ~18! can be neglected in the ki-
netic scheme~16!–~24!.

Analysis of the experimental and theoretical data o
electron impact excitation of atomic and molecular radiati
states H* ~p53,4,5! and H2~d

3Pu!
51–61 show that the cross

sections have similar shapes: a sharp rise near the thresh
and a slow decrease for higher electron energies. Theref
the ratio between the corresponding excitation cross secti
can be used for the ratio between the rate constants of
direct electron excitation of H* and H2* as a first approxima-
tion. Additionally in order to account for the difference in th
thresholds of the atomic and molecular excitation processe
correction factor has been introduced to the calculati
scheme.

Calculation of radiative lifetime of atomic and molecula
species in the plasma is a rather difficult procedure, mai
because of complicated problems of transport of the re
nance radiation, i.e., the radiation from the excited to t
ground electronic state.23,70 Usually resonance radiation ha
the largest transition probability,39,72 and in the case the
plasma is optically thin for the resonance radiation, the
diative lifetime of the excited species is almost fully dete
mined by the radiative transitions to the ground state. Ho
ever, the plasma can also be optically thick for the resona
radiation. This occurs often for a low-temperature plasm
since in such a plasma the ground electronic state densit
normally much larger than that of any excited state. In th
case the radiative lifetime of the excited states will be det
mined by radiative transitions between the excited states
a hydrogen plasma the radiative properties of atoms and m
ecules should also be carefully analyzed in this respect.23,70
1322 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 3, 1 August 1996
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For molecular hydrogen the only possible radiative tra
sition from the radiative state H2~d

3Pu! leads to H2~a
3Sg

1!
state~Fulcher-a system of H2!.

40 The optical transition to the
ground state is forbidden.30,39 Therefore the radiative transi-
tion probability for H2~d

3Pu→ a3Sg
1! is the inverse of the

radiative lifetime of the H2~d
3Pu! state. For atomic hydro-

gen the situation is more complicated, since all excited sta
have optically allowed transition to the ground state. A fir
estimate of the dissociation degree of an expanding hydrog
plasma in the molecular regime shows that it should be ab
10%, i.e., the atomic hydrogen ground state density in th
regime should be around 1020 m23. For this density the plas-
ma’s effective optical depth for the resonanceLa radiation
will be .30–40 and the escape factor for the resonance
diation will be.1022.23,70 This means, that we can treat a
expanding hydrogen plasma in the molecular regime as
optically thick media for resonance atomic radiation. Expe
mental results of the atomic excited states population den
ties were lower than 1015m23, i.e., for this reason an expand
ing plasma will be optically transparent for the radiativ
transitions between the excited states. As a result, one
calculate with a good accuracy the radiative lifetimes of th
atomic hydrogen excited states by using data on the radia
transition probabilities from Wieseet al.72

The dissociative degree of an expanding hydrog
plasma determined with the above discussed procedure
function of axial position using Eqs.~15!, ~26! is shown in
Fig. 11. It can be seen that the results do not depend
which one of the atomic spectral lines Ha , Hb or Hg have
been chosen. Therefore, the experimental results provid
strong support for the assumptions that direct excitation
electrons from the ground states and radiative decay of
excited states dominate the kinetics. Furthermore, it suppo
the method of actinometry used to determine the dissociat
degree.

The accuracy of the discussed procedure, as it can
seen from the relations~15! and~26!, is determined by both
the experimental accuracy~error in the spectral line intensi-

FIG. 11. Axial dependence of the dissociation degree of an expanding
drogen plasma;~j! Ha measurements,~d! Hb measurements~l! Hg mea-
surements. Experimental conditionsQ58 scc/s,I arc550 A, I B550 A, P55
Pa,z518 cm.
Qing et al.
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ties and calibration of the optical system! and by the uncer-
tainty in the kinetic coefficients~electron excitation cross
sections, radiative transition probabilities!. Taking these er-
rors into account, we estimate the error in the plasma dis
ciation degree to be within a factor of 2.

The absolute population density of the excited levels c
also be used to obtain an effective electron temperature,
the temperature needed to explain the observed excitation
a Maxwellian distribution. To this end we use the dissoc
tion degree~Fig. 11! to determine the atomic hydrogen de
sity ~1.131020 m23!, the Langmuir probe results onne
~1.031017 m23!, the population density of the H~p53! state
~3.631012 m23!, and the transition probability for Ha line in
a corona model~all at z524 cm!:

ne•nI•k13~Teff!5n3A32. ~27!

The resulting excitation rate is calculated to be 6.5310218

m23 s21, which is equivalent to an effective temperature
1.7 eV.51 Nonthermal distortions of the electron energy d
tribution function may exist in the low ionization degree
the molecular plasma. Therefore a somewhat higher effec
temperatureTeff , than the bulk temperature as measured
the probeTe.1.5 eV ~cf. Fig. 5! would be expected. We
conclude that the obtained value is in agreement with exp
ment.

VII. CONCLUSION

The rotational temperature of hydrogen molecular e
cited state H2~d

3Pu! has been determined by analyzing th
relative intensity distribution of the rotational spectral lin
of the Fulcher-a system of H2. A strong hydrogen molecula
spectrum, and an estimated low rotational temperature
H2~d

3Pu! molecules~260 K! indicate that in the molecula
regime of an expanding hydrogen plasma the electro
quantum state H2~d

3Pu! ~excitation potentialDE513.87
eV! is excited by a direct electron impact from the grou
electronic state H2~X

1Sg
1!. The gas temperature in th

plasma is twice the value of the rotational temperature, i
approximately 520 K.

Several clear indications of presence of the hot electr
have been observed at the axial position of.24 cm from the
nozzle of the arc. Among them:~1! Langmuir probe mea-
surements~Te.1.4 eV!, ~2! appearance of the Fulcher-a sys-
tem of H2 ~excitation potentialDE513.87 eV!, ~3! low rota-
tional temperature~Trot* .260 K! of the excited H2~d

3Pu!
molecules,~4! local excitation in the plasma of ArI~DE
515.45 eV! and ArII~DE519.68 eV! spectral lines,~5! local
excitation in the plasma of HeI~DE523.07 eV andDE
524.04 eV! spectral lines.

Optical actinometry has been applied to measure the
solute density of hydrogen atoms and hydrogen dissocia
degree in an expanding magnetized plasma. It has b
shown, that for the molecular regime of an expanding plas
the atomic H* ~n53,4,5!, and molecular H2~d

3Pu! radiative
quantum states are excited by a direct electron impact fr
the ground states H~n51! and H2~X

1Sg
1!, respectively, and

depopulated via spontaneous radiative decay.
It has been shown that the effective optical depth, a

the escape factor for the resonance atomicLa radiation are
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 3, 1 August 1996
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.30240, and,1022, respectively. Therefore an expanding
plasma can be treated as an optically thick medium for the
resonance atomic radiation. The method of reabsorption with
a concave mirror has been used in order to determine the
population density of the first excited states of H and H2.
The densities were lower than 1015 m23, and for this reason
an expanding plasma will be optically transparent for the
radiative transitions between the excited states.

It is demonstrated that the results does not strongly de-
pend on the atomic spectral lines Ha , Hb or Hg that have
been used for these diagnostics. That is additional strong
support that these spectral lines are generated by direct elec-
tron impact from the ground state and to the optical actinom-
etry method to determine the dissociation degree as a whole.

The measured absolute density of hydrogen atoms is in
the ~1–1.4!31020 m23 range, and the dissociation degree of
the hydrogen plasma is in the range of 8%–13%. Within
experimental accuracy both values are independent of the
axial position. That is an indication that for the given experi-
mental conditions the recirculation gas flowing in the vessel
are rather important. At the same time both processes of H2
dissociation, and of H recombination are slow, and do not
influence the kinetics of hydrogen atoms in the plasma.
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